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THURSDAY (2 MATCH WEEK): Active Recovery - Strategic Training

THURSDAY  ACTIVE RECOVERY  
(STRATEGIC TRAINING)

SESSION OBJECTIVES (ALL PHASES):
⊲  Ball circulation and switching play to the weak side

⊲  Building up play patterns against the 4-4-2 formation with a high defensive block

SPECIFIC PRACTICE GUIDELINES:
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THURSDAY (2 MATCH WEEK): Active Recovery - Strategic Training

Practice 1 (Sectorial): Switching Play to the Weak Side in a 
Dynamic Zonal Game

Sub-Principle of Play
 y Ball circulation and switching play to the weak side.

Sub-Sub-Principles of Play
 y Speed of play
 y Overlapping runs on the outside.
 y Communication.
 y Playing forward and in behind if possible.
 y Taking up finishing positions.
 y Changing attitude from attack to defence.
 y Organised and tight marking.

Practice Organisation
 y Area: Half pitch.
 y Time: 10 x 30 second sets.
 y Numbers: 14-16 outfield players + 1 GK.
 y Coaching breaks: Only between repetitions (recovery).

Practice Description
 y The practice starts in one of the side zones (left side 

zone in the diagram example) with a 3 v 3 situation. 

 y The coach starts the practice and the red full back and 
2 yellow neutral players try to keep possession.

 y The blue left back, central midfielder and left winger 
try to win the ball.

 y As soon as they win the ball, they pass to the central 
midfielder in the middle zone.

 y From this point, the aim is to switch the play quickly 
and create an overload on the weak side. This is best 
achieved by passing forward to the winger.

 y In the diagram example there is a 2 v 1 overload - the 
red left back moves across to defend, but the blue right 
back makes an overlapping run to receive high up the 
pitch and then cross into the penalty area.

 y The 2 blue forwards make runs into the penalty area 
and try to score.

 y The red centre backs defend - if they are able to win 
the ball, they can try to score in any of the 3 mini goals.

 y Restart the practice with a 3 v 3 situation in the right 
side zone and switch play to the left.
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